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WHY?

Riverside County’s evolution to integrating GIS into its election processes likely mirrors that of many counties.

The county originally placed voters into districts using street ranges and mylar drawings. From about 1990 to 1996, the county started using Atlas GIS. This program was used to draw precincts and district boundaries, which would be hand-checked and compared to the Election Information Management System (EIMS) database of voters and districts. After 1996, the county moved to Maptitude. Methods were improving; however, the GIS was not yet fully geo-enabled. In 2010, the county moved to ESRI software. From this point forward, all voting precincts and voter addresses were maintained in GIS. This milestone gave staff the ability to quickly check voter location and led to a dramatic improvement in “voter to precinct” placement accuracy.

Several years ago, the software vendor DFM developed database “views” of the EIMS database based on our needs. The two most useful views are the “GIS View” of the voter address records and the Precinct to District Module (PDM) View. These “views” provided the opportunity for the Registrar of Voters staff to create scripting programs using the live links between the EIMS and GIS databases.

Additionally, the Riverside County Assessor’s GIS was made available within county departments. The assessor parcel database helps the ROV staff maintain a very tightly controlled precinct layer. However, in some instances, district lines are based on other geographic features like census blocks. In these instances, these other features are used as secondary resources to make the precinct lines.

Presently, Riverside County Registrar of Voters is fully geo-enabled, and the GIS team conducts daily and weekly processes to maintain accurate voter placement in respective precincts. The Registrar of Voters GIS team maintains the voter address points and precincts while keeping a direct connection to the EIMS database. Base
mapping has the live link to the Assessor’s data: parcels, centerlines, assessor address points, and other layers, such as city boundaries and zip codes. The Registrar of Voter’s office also maintains open communications with partner agencies to quickly rectify any errors.

The Registrar of Voters GIS team continues to identify ways to improve efficiency in internal processes and direct communication with constituents. For example, the Registrar produces web maps for voters to locate a polling place, an in-person assistance center, and official mail ballot drop-off sites. An example of efficiency is using modeling tools for the consolidation of voting precincts. The process of creating mail ballot precincts, voting precincts, checking ballot types, checking consolidation parameters, etc., used to take about a week (large elections took a few weeks). Now with the technological advances provided by ESRI, it takes an hour or so to complete the same task. Riverside County looks to continually improve and implement tools and methods used to help the voter.

**Voters in GIS and maintenance**

The evolution from geocoding to centerlines to geocoding to assessor points took several months. Nearly six years ago, when this began, Riverside County’s voter registrations stood at just under 1 million voters; now the county has 1.3 million voters. These voters could be matched to the assessor point addresses, but the assessor address format differs from the address format of voter in EIMS. The team created a model that converts the Assessor’s data into the EIMS format of addresses. Due to the high number of new registrations, the Voter Mapping Model runs weekly to maximize efficiency and ensure all voters are in the correct precinct.

Here is an example of an EIMS voter that needs to be mapped (where the LINK is created by the model).
And below is the same address from the assessor point data.

And below is the same address from the processed assessor point data (where the LINK is created by the model).

The example clearly shows that without an automated way of converting the assessor database of addresses into a format compatible with the EIMS voter addresses, locating unmapped voters would be a tedious, time-consuming endeavor.

Once the Voter Mapping Model was completed and thoroughly tested, Riverside County’s team treated every voter as a “new voter” and ran the model. The model helped match about 80% of all Riverside County voters to the assessor address points, dramatically decreasing the amount of potential work that staff would otherwise have to complete. The remaining 20% that did not match the Assessor data consisted of: the assessor database having misspellings, missing assessor address points, the Assessor data missing tracts because of new developments, as well as the EIMS database having data entry errors. The net benefit was the ability to correct BOTH the Assessor data and EIMS voter database.
Though it took several weeks to move the unmatched voters to the assessor points or parcels, the new set of accurately placed voters formed the baseline database for all future voter placement and made mapping new voters quicker.

With the acceptance of the new voter database, the GIS team then ran another part of the model to identify and correct voters who were out of precinct. A simple overlay of the voters to the GIS precincts helped identify where the precinct assigned to the voter and the underlying GIS precinct did not match.

Riverside County has been able to reap the reward of the model. This high match rate is especially critical during large elections. Riverside County can get anywhere between 2,000 to 10,000 new voters (and voter change of address) each day, so having an efficient way to map new voters daily, rapidly, and accurately is critical. There will always be a few dozen voters that need to be mapped by hand, so the model separates them, matches them to their precinct, and staff members move them by hand. Having an efficient model, with a six-year track record of success, helps us identify errors so we can immediately fix them.

**District and precinct generation and maintenance**

Riverside County does not keep a separate database of district boundaries. The county has 165 unique districts, with a total of 475 subdistricts. All the districts are kept in EIMS based on precincts, and some precincts contain several districts. The county can instantaneously link GIS precincts to the EIMS database using the PDM view shown below.
This process allows any district to be accessed, queried, mapped, and printed on demand. In addition, the Registrar of Voters office uses this connectivity before every election to create maps of each district and to send a letter and map to each district to verify with the jurisdiction that the boundaries are accurate. When there is a change to a district, the GIS team works with stakeholders and their consultants to obtain the latest shapefile to create or split new precincts in both the election management system and GIS.

Once the modified or new information is entered into the election management system, the Riverside team uses GIS to check that the modified precincts and modified districts match. Since districts are maintained at the precinct level and the Riverside County Registrar of Voters has a live ODBC connection from GIS to its election management system, the team can do a spatial join on the GIS precinct to the precinct in the election management system. They can then query the database from GIS and dissolve all the precincts into a district. The team can also add an overlay from the results of the GIS process with the stakeholder-provided shapefile and compare results.

**WHO?**

Riverside County maintains an outward-facing site where the public can download information from the Assessor’s office and other departments. According to Chuck Skaggs, GIS Supervisor for the Registrar of Voters, the best relationship-sharing experience he has had in his 33-year career is the Assessor’s office granting a live link to their GIS. “I remember years ago when there was no sharing, or the data simply did not exist,” Skaggs said. Based on the experience of Skaggs and the Riverside GIS team, we discovered that each county election office in California is essentially on its own. The Riverside team has reached out to other counties and exchanged ideas, but there is room for improving knowledge of the programs and skill-building. Riverside County Registrar’s GIS team believes that a regional or state platform where participating election offices (or county GIS staff) could share ideas and tools would be a powerful resource.

The tools that Riverside County’s Registrar of Voters GIS team uses to complete tasks have been developed and modified over the years. The GIS team always looks for ways to create tools to streamline work. For example, when placing new voters into the GIS database, the team sees common occurrences such as single-family homes having an apartment number in EIMS. Another common occurrence is
known apartment complexes in EIMS not having the unit number in a consistent format. To rectify this situation, the team developed a model that matches voters to the street master index from EIMS. So, if the street master from EIMS says an address is matched to an apartment, those voters with an erroneous unit number or no unit number assigned can be isolated and the data can be corrected. The model also works if the data is incorrect for condos, mobile home parks, and single dwelling units. If the data in EIMS does not match the street designation or have other inappropriate units assigned, these entries are moved into an Excel database, researched, and fixed. This prevents the Riverside’s Registrar of Voters from sending undeliverable ballots to its voters.

Tools used daily include:

● Converting and standardizing assessor points so that voter addresses can be matched to assessor points
● Tools for mapping new voters to assessor points
● Consolidating precincts for an election
● Language analysis and more

**IMPROVEMENTS**

One of the things that Riverside County’s Registrar of Voters could use to refine their districts is ensuring the office has the legal descriptions (usually a street-by-street description) provided to them, especially when they are new.

Riverside County has learned that having a good relationship with an agency and its consultants, where errors can be identified and fixed quickly, is a critical part of geo-enabling elections. A broken or non-existent communication line can provide a serious challenge to effective data management and accurate voting precincts.

**CHALLENGES**

The Registrar’s GIS team has found that a good working relationship with the Assessor’s office is vital to geo-enable the voting process. But there have been challenges. For example, if there is a problem with the Assessor’s GIS system, and it is unavailable, the Registrar of Voter’s work can be seriously impacted. In
anticipation of this type of scenario, the team created a model that pulls relevant assessor data from their servers on a recurring basis.

Another challenge is not receiving notification from jurisdictions when changes are made. Although one of the larger contractors for these districts in Riverside County maintains a website of approved boundary changes and notifies the Registrar of Voters once they are posted, others do not. Sometimes the GIS team only finds out something has changed when the Registrar of Voters office sends each jurisdiction a sign-off letter, a map, and the current GIS boundary on file before each election. Once GIS staff finds out the data is incorrect, it is fixed immediately.

**SUCCESSES**

**Lessons learned**

Team members have engaged in conversations with other counties and found that only a few are aware that their election management system providers can connect them with live links to the election database. Riverside County Registrar’s GIS staff urges others to use GIS to its fullest potential. Riverside has saved countless hours using the EIMS database connections, which eliminates conversion errors. And with the live link, any changes in EIMS are immediately available to GIS. This information, combined with a few models, allows staff to quickly make maps for an election, verify election parameters, and more. Below are a few images to show how the EIMS data can be attached and mapped in GIS.

Mapping district polygons
Mapping reporting group polygons

Mapping voters (names turned off for privacy)
The vendor has provided a script, that creates tables for the consolidation of the election and voting location.

**Additional benefits**

Since the main stakeholder of Riverside County’s base mapping data is the Assessor’s office, this role was not something the Registrar of Voters office actively pursued. Still, just having the ability to handle customer requests for districts, voting precincts, regular precincts, and analysis of voting patterns is essential.

Geo-enabling our elections has many added benefits, one of which is sharing election information with the public via web mapping. Using all the tools described previously, allows us to provide our internal results externally with voters, who can quickly locate where they need to vote and obtain directional mapping from their
home to a voting location. The voter can now see the hour and day of operations at their assigned voting location in real time, as well as mail ballot drop-off locations. The voter experience and their satisfaction has been greatly enhanced by Riverside County’s adoption of geo-enabled election technology.

In summary

Riverside County has faced a few growing pains as we geo-enabled our elections. Evolving from manually running an election to a geo-enabled SMART system of technology and internal processes has increased voter confidence, eliminated errors, and greatly reduced the number of hours needed to ensure “one voter, one vote.”

Riverside County is now embarking on implementing the full suite of ArcGIS solutions to take advantage of the advances the department has made in the past few years. Having a well-maintained voter database, tools proven to work over several generations of elections, Riverside County adoption of any new geo-enabled processes should be smooth. And with staff’s acceptance and general desire to improve on what has been accomplished, the voters will be better informed and confident that their vote matters to all.

Please contact Chuck Skaggs if you have any questions. Thank you.
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